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Question: What do you get when you multiply two negative numbers? For exam-
ple, what is the value of n?

–2 × –4 = n

The product is +8. That’s an easy question. What if we asked you to explain 
how you arrived at the answer? In other words, why is the product of two nega-
tive numbers positive? Is that still an easy question?

Many of you likely responded, “That’s the rule!” Indeed, the rule states that two 
negatives make a positive, but why is that so?

Can you think of a real life situation that uses the rule about the product of two 
negative numbers? Perhaps even a hypothetical unworldly situation?

That is a more difficult task. It took some time for the people we asked to 
develop scenarios that make sense in the real world. It would have been much 
easier to apply the algorithmic rule.

Every day Sally stops at the store and buys a health bar for $2 (–2 dollars). 
How much more money did she have 4 days ago (–4 days)? 
The answer is +$8!

For this situation, we considered the transactions from Sally’s perspective in 
order to create negative variables. We assigned the cost of the health bar as one 
negative variable. The number of times she bought a health bar in the past is the 
other negative variable. She purchases a bar each day, so we can be confident in 
using that variable in the equation. Since we represented Sally’s action of spend-
ing money as a negative number, we were able to assign a positive value to the 
money she had in her hand. So, how much more money did she have 4 days ago? 
–2 × –4 = 8. Four days ago, Sally had $8.

Now that we have described one real life situation, you can make your own 
connections to the math and can likely create several different situations to illus-
trate the math concept.

Introduction: Positive Results
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Our goal is for all math learning outcomes to be taught with real world 
 applications. We know that students need to actively engage in making meaning 
for themselves in order to facilitate real learning. They need to connect the math 
concepts they are learning to their own lives.

In order to help teachers achieve this goal, we developed a tool we call the 
Assessment of Numeracy in Education (ANIE). The ANIE is simple, powerful 
and relevant. The tool can be easily used in all math classrooms to conduct ongo-
ing assessment. The ANIE is accessible to all teachers whether they are gener-
alists or math specialists. Teachers have told us that it takes very little time to 
understand what the ANIE can do. The tool is powerful because it helps teachers 
identify their students’ understanding and lack of understanding of a concept or 
a procedure, and build instruction to support gaps in learning.

We believe that this book can change the way that teachers think about teach-
ing math and by extension, how students learn math. By using the ANIE for 
continuous assessment, teachers can help their students develop habits of deeper 
thinking about math. What we are asserting is not rocket science, but it could 
lead to it. Our assessment tool and intervention strategies may seem simple and 
yet we have seen our approach revolutionize the way that math is taught and 
learned.

In our book, we will explain each component of the assessment tool, how to 
introduce the ANIE to students, how to grade and interpret the results, and how 
to integrate the ANIE in the classroom. Throughout we will discuss some of our 
experience with using the ANIE to improve learning and test scores, which have 
been replicated in different schools with a diversity of students. We believe that 
using our assessment tool results in radical improvements in learning for stu-
dents, classrooms and schools. We are writing this book because we want you to 
try teaching math using the ANIE. We often observe teachers who become re-
energized and students who get excited about the improvements they are making 
in their math abilities. Some students even identify math as their favorite subject! 
We want you to succeed at a level that you may not yet believe is possible. If that 
sounds like a fantasy, we understand— sometimes we still do not quite believe it 
ourselves.

We believe that by combining our approach and the ANIE, you can facilitate 
this kind of teaching and learning in your classroom.
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